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ALIYA

Yerus Qoes to erusalern
A prizewinning children's picture book about the Ethiopian aliya will soon be available in English
Eventually she decided to try it as a children’s book.
Although the heroine is a composite of several chilore than 30 years after Operation Moses, the dren, the story is factual.
remarkable story of the Ethiopian aliya has
When Melnik speaks to children, she is often acbeen mostly - and surprisingly - absent from cornpanied by friend and neighbor Yeshayahu Chana,
the wide selection of children’s books. Until now,who
thatspeaks about his own experience. He made aliya
is. Written in Hebrew by Bat-Ami Melnik with Afri- from Ethiopia in 1974 and later worked with the Moscan-inspired illustrations by Moran Yogev, Yerus Goes sad to facilitate the mass operations.
to Jerusalem is a welcome addition to the bookshelf. It
“Most children have no concept of what life in a
third-world country can be like, but they really relate
will soon be available in English.
Published in 2015 by Dror Lanefesh, Yerus won the to Yerus’s story,” says Melnik. “Sometimes they imNotepad magazine prize for children's books that year itate the reactions of Ethiopians who have finally arand was listed in the Education Ministry’s “Parade of rived in Israel, by getting on their hands and knees to
Notable Books” recommended reading for grades 1 to kiss the ground.”
A school reading in Kiryat Gat was attended by the
3.
Melnik calls herself “a biographer of ‘unfamous’ peo- city’s Deputy Mayor Shulamit Sahalo, who is Ethiopipie.” With two degrees in social work, she volunteered an. At the end Sahalo called on a reluctant Ethiopian
with Steven Spielberg’s Shoah Foundation, recording
video testimonies of witnesses to the Holocaust. She
learned that everyone has a story.
“There’s almost no one who doesn’t come from
somewhere,” she says. “But people can’t always speak
in an interesting way; they hesitate over dates and
facts. The videos can be boring to watch.”
Today her work involves writing personal histories.
“My clients are mostly elderly; they want to leave
something for their children,” says Melnik.
She spends hours interviewing, writing and then
going back and forth with the client to ensure their
story is written accurately. The books aren’t sold in
bookstores; they are given out to family members, often with a copy placed in the archives of Yad Vashem.
“Someone I met from Dror Lanefesh asked if I would
write a biography of Ethiopians who came to Israel. I thought I was the right person to do it, but I was
wrong," Melnik says with a laugh, “They didn't always
speak Hebrew, and I don’t speak Amharic. I tried using
a translator, but I just got a lot of yeses and nos.”
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boy to join her on the stage.
“This story is your story, too,” she told him. “And
we're proud of where we come from.”
Illustrator Yogev graduated from the Minshar
School of Art with honors in recognition of her final
project “One-Quarter Ethiopian," and she was named
by Haaretz’s “Gallery” section as one of the 10 most
promising designers of 2013 in the field of visual comrnunlcation.
Growing up on a kibbutz, Yogev never gave much
thought to her background. Her maternal grandfather, Efraim Solomon, died before she was born. He
came to Israel from Ethiopia by foot in 1947 and married a woman of Iraqi descent. Solomon never spoke
about his past, and there is only one photograph of
him. After high school Yogev tried, unsuccessfully, to
find out more about her Ethiopian roots and began to

Moran Yogev's grandfather,
Efraim Solomon.
(Moran Yogev)

Illustrator Moran Yogev (Yossi isahar)
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'Yerus Goes to Jerusalem' tells a story
of Ethiopian jews coming to Israel.
(Dror Lanefesh)

Author Bat-Ami Melnik and Yeshayahu
Chana with his daughter and grandson
(PR)
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